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Abstract: This paper synthesizes vulnerability, risk, resilience, and sustainability (VRRS) in a way
that can be used for decision evaluations about sustainable systems, whether such systems are
called coupled natural–human systems, social–ecological systems, coupled human–environment
systems, and/or hazards influencing global environmental change, all considered geospatial open
systems. Evaluations of V-R-R-S as separate concepts for complex decision problems are important, but more insightful when synthesized for improving integrated decision priorities based on
trade-offs of V-R-R-S objectives. A synthesis concept, called VRRSability, provides an overarching
perspective that elucidates Tier 2 of a previously developed four-tier framework for organizing
measurement-informed ontology and epistemology for sustainability information representation
(MOESIR). The new synthesis deepens the MOESIR framework to address VRRSability information
representation and clarifies the Tier 2 layer of abstraction. This VRRSability synthesis, composed of 13
components (several with sub-components), offers a controlled vocabulary as the basis of a conceptual
framework for organizing workflow assessment and intervention strategies as part of geoinformation
decision support software. Researchers, practitioners, and machine learning algorithms can use
the vocabulary results for characterizing functional performance relationships between elements of
geospatial open systems and the computing technology systems used for evaluating them within a
context of complex sustainable systems.
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1. Introduction
This research works toward implementing software that helps humanity and technology
attain a more sustainable relationship with life on Earth. It deepens a software development
framework that has four tiers, and three levels for each tier. One of those 12 tier and level
combinations is a conceptual framework for sustainability evaluation [1]. In detailing this
framework using a computer software design perspective, we found that the dynamics
of evaluation would be considerably enhanced if we expanded the scope to include the
related concepts of vulnerability, risk, and resilience. Hence, this new tier-level framework
becomes a conceptual framework for vulnerability, risk, resilience, and sustainability, or a
new overarching concept which we call VRRSability. The details of this framing account for
the sub-components of VRRSability and how they relate to each other, all with an aim for
making these complex concepts and relationships understandable to not only humans, but
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machine learning algorithms as well. These specifications of VRRSability are meant to not
only further the aforementioned framework, but also any geospatial open system.
Characterizing vulnerability, risk, resilience, and/or sustainability of regional communities as systems—whether they are called coupled natural–human systems, social–
ecological systems, coupled human–environment systems, or hazards influencing global
environmental change, in computer-compatible form—is of growing interest to both research and communities of practice in decision support [1–5]. For example, land use/land
cover, water quantity, and water quality sub-systems exist within urban-regional systems
as a combination of natural and built interconnected infrastructure systems, and are in
need of comprehensive and robust management due to increasing complexities of spacetime interactions among nature, humans, and technology [6–8]. These natural and built
interconnected infrastructures are complex systems because they exist as geospatial open
systems, whether considered sustainable or not. Many open systems that support health
and well-being as sustainable systems are difficult to manage because no single organization has responsibility for all aspects of coupled systems; decisions intended to affect
one dimension of a particular system may have unintended consequences in other dimensions. Consequently, surprises might emerge from either natural or human influences,
thus making adaptive management particularly important for managing system behavior.
Complete knowledge of complex, open, and sustainable systems behavior is difficult to
articulate, if not impossible to track. As such, organizations responsible for addressing and
managing complex systems behavior are seeking better ways to understand and improve
vulnerability, risk, resilience and sustainability evaluation of system behavior [9–12].
Motivation for this research on evaluating human–environment relations stems from
the many inadequate attempts at synthesizing among the four concepts of vulnerability,
risk, resilience and sustainability (wherein VRRS is used when all four together is meant,
and V-R-R-S is used when each of the four is meant). This effort synthesizes all four
concepts within a single conceptual characterization called VRRSability to aid in unpacking
linkages and synergies among the concepts. The synthesis reported in this paper is limited
to an enumeration of sub-concepts contained within V-R-R-S without calling out, at least
explicitly, the conceptual relations among the sub-concepts. Since a synthesis of conceptual
relations for the full conceptual framework requires additional research, they are to be
reported in a follow-on publication. Nonetheless, this enumerated list of concepts and
sub-concepts framed into components represents a first step in developing an operational
computing framework of VRRSability components for improving the potential for assessment and intervention of complex systems within geoinformation decision support. The
overall end goal of this effort is implementation as open systems software components.
Such software development will facilitate deliberative evaluations by regional stakeholder
communities using participatory decision approaches which continue to stymie large-scale
collaborative decision situations [13]. Too many stakeholder discussions seem to flow past
one another because of the inability to share insights given the complexity of overlaps
and underlaps in meaning of terms even when we focus on a single human–environment
relation within a substantive domain. Integrated software environments that enable realtime comparisons of VRRSability, and constituent components therein, might significantly
ameliorate these challenges.
A robust and operational synthesis—one that is both more comprehensive and simpler
than the sum of the V-R-R-S concept parts—has yet to be provided in literature. This research has a goal to elucidate VRRSability as an overarching concept. No previous research
has directly suggested the need for an overarching concept, although it is clear that many
research results substantiate this idea, and many of those research contributions are highlighted in this paper. The overarching term arose only after we thought we could offer
‘sustainability’ as the overarching term since it is conventionally more general than the
others, e.g., the phrase sustainability science, as it has developed over the past two decades,
has tried to incorporate the other terms. It was not to be because each component of the
V-R-R-S concept has its use and value; thus, none of the four wholly replace the others.
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The value of a four-prong synthesis of V-R-R-S into VRRSability offers an opportunity to
make operational how each V-R-R-S concept is related to the others, moving from conceptualization in meaning into a logical design of a programming language and its physical
design implementation in software, which is a common three-level information abstraction
approach in software development [1]. The details of operational design (level 2) and
implementation in software (level 3) are beyond the scope of this paper, as this paper
focuses on the conceptualization level of information abstraction.
This paper proceeds in Section 2 by situating a VRRSability synthesis as part of a
broader research framework, drawing on a software abstraction approach to tiered software
architecture. In Section 3, we outline the methods used for analysis of concepts and subconcepts, treating VRRS as individual concepts before we treat all concepts together in a
synthesis. We first present a content analysis of definitions which is followed by a more
extensive and deeper investigation of research literature from which we enumerate VRRS
components. In Section 4, we discuss insights emerging from the literature review synthesis.
Section 5 contains conclusions about the synthesis results and next steps for research.
2. Situating a VRRSability Synthesis
Situating a domain for software development enhances the opportunity for operational success. Consequently, to help focus the VRRSability synthesis, an important thread
within research about the high value of widely pervasive complex social–ecological and
interconnected infrastructure systems involves characterizing functional performance of
such systems [12,14,15]. A function of many complex systems concerns provision of one
or more fundamental services to support health and well-being, e.g., water distribution
across a landscape through green infrastructure (re)development. A functional performance approach takes a step past a condition-based approach such that characteristics
of conditions support delivery of a functional service level [16]. Functional service has
become so important that some researchers characterize functional performance in terms
of critical functionality [8,17], wherein the functional performance of certain elements
within systems, and certain systems within interconnected systems, are more important
to delivery of service than other functions. Functionality, as a term, takes on a ‘nominal’
measurement, i.e., it is recognized as being important to meaning, but herein we describe
function in terms of performance at an ordinal scale, i.e., as a rank measurement to indicate
that ‘levels of performance’ are indeed important when considering functionality.
Many natural capital systems provide functional services in the form of ecosystem
services that can be evaluated for their importance to health and well-being [18]. The Washington State Department of Ecology conducted watershed characterizations as assessments
of water resource functional performance for sub-systems (land use/land cover, water
flow, water quality, and habitat quality) based on drainage analysis units within subwatersheds [19]. Freshwater flow is the critical sub-system of the overall water resource
system that includes a water quality and habitat service; however, all sub-systems are
important to the functional performance, and labeling some as more critical should be a
result of understanding the importance of co-dependencies. Consequently, herein, we use
the term ‘functional performance’ of services because it is more general and applicable
to all elements, sub-systems, and systems, while still recognizing that some portions are
likely to be more salient under various circumstances. Integrated methodologies for characterizing functional performance gaps within systems are becoming increasingly useful
for understanding system performance more broadly [20,21]. Synthesizing across V-R-R-S
simplifies and focuses efforts for evaluation of functional performance as part of decision
support [5,22], using a blend of ontology-oriented and epistemology-oriented geographic
(geospatial) information science.
Ontology-oriented information science and technology research attempts to create
comprehensive and robust foundations for knowledge-based information representations
based on shared insight about information engineering specifications [23]. Ontology research within geographic information (representation) science about shared understanding
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of data measurement representations emphasizes such detailed specifications [24]. In decision support research, many of the ontological representations not only involve data,
but models and workflows as well [25]. As such, linked with ontology, formalizing approaches for using geospatial information representations involves epistemology [26]. The
Oxford English Dictionary defines epistemology as “The theory of knowledge and understanding, esp. with regard to its methods, validity, and scope.” Research about methods
within geographic information science has received considerable attention in terms of data
collection, manipulation, analysis, and visualization methods; for example, consider any
geographic information science handbook. However, a theoretical foundation for geographic information science methods that focus on epistemology were under-investigated
as of 2009 [26], and gained somewhat more interest within volunteer geographic information science over time [27], but has yet to achieve a level of exposure needed to advance
workflow software that can enhance workflow designs. Further developments in workflow software, e.g., as needed to advance geodesign workflow dynamics [28], will likely
encourage computer-supported investigations into geoinformation epistemology.
The blending of ontology and epistemology facilitates both broadening and deepening
of knowledge-based geospatial decision support software design, but at the same time simplifies it, for addressing decision problems in complex systems. Previous research outlined
four tiers of information abstraction (two tiers of ontology and two tiers of epistemology)
constituting a start to a sustainability information representation theory [1] motivated in
part by an ontological abstraction approach to geospatial information [24]. Those four tiers
compose a measurement-informed ontology and epistemology for sustainability information representation (MOESIR) framework [1], depicted in Figure 1. The framework is meant
to articulate and enable a computing approach for characterizing complex systems sustainability, now extended to include vulnerability, risk, and resilience, based on a strategy of
information gain both within and across tiers. Tier 1 provides the spatial-temporal-attribute
building blocks of a system representation, e.g., a complex system uses nodes and links to
characterize a green infrastructure network, wherein the nodes can be points, polygons
and/or rasters as convenient to data structure development. As in much of the more recent
research in geographic information science, this ontology research is meant to offer sufficient detail for computer implementation of the elements and relations among them using
a systems approach to articulation; detailing concepts and relations is the most effective
way to making them operational [24,26,28]. Tier 2 layers vulnerability, risk, resilience, and
sustainability considerations onto (some might say into) the system representation, wherein
the concepts emerge as either supporting or complementary concepts to one another, but
were not operationally differentiated in previous research. As such, Tier 2 provides an
evaluative component for the complex system representation. However, how we evaluate
using vulnerability, risk, resilience and/or sustainability could be at odds with each other.
As such, a comprehensive synthesis of these concepts is needed to compute them all in
relation to each other. Tier 3 layers a decision support workflow approach onto the VRRS
considerations, noting that geodesign provides a broad and deep approach, but currently
addresses vulnerability only [28]. Workflows can be of very different characters. In terms
of the Oxford English dictionary, epistemology is defined in terms of methodology, as in a
sequence of steps to carry out a computation. How we sequence steps depends on what
concepts (Tier 2) we are computing, and for what complex systems phenomena (Tier 1)
these are being computed. Tier 4 layers an application purpose onto workflow methods,
wherein goals, objectives, and metrics for functional performance of systems set the focus.
At Tier 4, people might establish goals, objectives and criteria for each V-R-R-S component
in a VRRSability assessment that is used to formulate potential design options for changing
a system; together assessment (representation, process, and evaluation) and intervention
(options design, impacts, choices) are the foundation of geodesign decision support [28].
Together the four tiers, each available for inspection by software users, offer transparency
in complex decision making situations. The complexity of this tiering can be clarified and
addressed by treating each of the tiers in terms of their conceptual, logical and physical
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functional performance evaluation constitutes the third step of assessment. A geodesign
conventionally includes vulnerability (only) as part of assessment. Nyerges et al. [28]
workflow process conventionally includes vulnerability (only) as part of assessment.
followed a geodesign workflow to assess sustainable development of urban watersheds,
Nyerges et al. [28] followed a geodesign workflow to assess sustainable development of
addressing vulnerability and development of a complex community system composed
urban watersheds, addressing vulnerability and development of a complex community
of the ten sub-systems within a comprehensive plan as an application at Tier 4. Because
system composed of the ten sub-systems within a comprehensive plan as an application
the Tier 2 method of vulnerability assessment does not include risk and resilience, and
at Tier 4. Because the Tier 2 method of vulnerability assessment does not include risk and
measured levels of sustainable functional performance (aka sustainability) are absent; these
resilience, and measured levels of sustainable functional performance (aka sustainability)
limitations provided further motivation for this research.
are absent; these limitations provided further motivation for this research.
This research adds risk, resilience and sustainability to the evaluation approach of
geodesign [29], while offering broad and deep insight about functional performance in
terms of VRRSability. Subsequently, evaluation is the basis of understanding a (degree
or magnitude of) need (or not as appropriate) for improvement intervention. Design
change modeling, impact modeling, and decision modeling are the three steps of geodesign
workflow constituting an intervention process that follows from assessment. As such,
intervention makes use of evaluations as a basis for understanding trade-offs among intervention actions. Decision support methods often implement evaluation using trade-offs
among multiple criteria [30,31]; e.g., describing functional performance of various interconnected systems, while considering option trade-offs using these criteria [13]. We need to
know whether trade-offs of functional performance are both present and relevant, given a
particular specification of VRRS goals, objectives and corresponding performance criteria
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metrics. Implementing decision trade-offs in an operational manner can simplify complex decision making about coupled human–environment systems [5]. Decision support
trade-offs likely differ depending on the individual V-R-R-S evaluations. It is clear that
all of these matter in some way when addressing a phenomenon as part of a coupled
human–environment system. A framework that embraces these system complexities in
terms of clear articulation of V-R-R-S trade-offs in relation to one another can help improve
software design effectiveness and solutions to complex decision problems.
3. Analysis and Synthesis Methods for Enumerating VRRSability Components
In this section, we present the methods used for analysis and synthesis. We first
outline the emergence of the four V-R-R-S concepts, then use those insights about relationships to unpack and report on two types of content analyses efforts to extract sub-concepts
from literature from which two levels of synthesis are drawn. One synthesis is based on
glossary definitions (one might say ontological terms in practice) and a more comprehensive synthesis is based on literature review (one might say ontological terms in theory).
Providing a brief overview of the emergence of concepts provides a general idea about how
concepts are related. That general idea frames the overall approach for a more detailed
content analysis of concepts. The first content analysis adopts ‘credible’ definitions of
VRRS concepts appearing in glossaries published by US Federal and international organizations, and synthesizes sub-concept phrases into an initial set of conceptual components.
Credible definitions, and the documents from which they are drawn, are those that are
widely-published and accepted reports in both theory and practice research milieus, but
predominantly practice among national and international agencies. The second content
analysis uses a review of several dozen articles that treat VRRS concepts in combinations.
Articles with combinations of two, three and/or four concepts were sought specifically
because these offer insights readily useful for concept syntheses. From the latter content
analysis, we synthesize an additional list of conceptual components to identify and refine
the content of a VRRSability synthesis.
3.1. Emergence of V-R-R-S Concepts and Framing the State of V-R-R-S Theory
V-R-R-S concepts emerged in literature at different times for different reasons, each
being important, but none being a substitute for the other. Herein, we briefly describe an
emergence of concepts, as full histories and etymologies are the goals of research published
elsewhere as cited below and beyond the scope of this paper. We provide insights about
emergence of concepts to each V-R-R-S component in turn to enable readers to better
understand how concepts are juxtaposed in decades old research, the state of V-R-R-S
theory as of this research, and observe how there is an opportunity for syntheses among
them which is a first step in creating VRRSability theory. To explore emergence of concepts,
we used a Scholar.Google.com search of each of the vulnerability, risk, resilience, and
sustainability concepts and then added the appropriate V-R-R-S qualifier to theory to
obtain any commonly cited references. It should be noted that a Google Scholar search
highlights more popular phrases across web pages as opposed to a single accurate key
phrase containing the search keywords in more recent publications. Nonetheless, the
results are telling about the state of literature.
In regards to vulnerability, Turner et al. [2], like many other researchers, credit
White [32] with initiating vulnerability analysis in natural hazards research, continue
to synthesize insight from among several researchers across decades from research about
vulnerability, resilience, and sustainability into a framework for vulnerability analysis
within sustainability science research. They describe how vulnerability started as part of
the risk paradigm, and now embraces the concept of resilience as part of vulnerability. They
describe how vulnerability analysis is a part of sustainability, drawing together insights
about the spatial and temporal scales involved in further development of sustainability
science. Cutter et al. [10] examine the concepts of vulnerability and resilience, showing that
some researchers see each as a subset of the other, and concluding that both are equally
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important in themselves, but share a common core about susceptibility of threat (disturbance) to receptors. In terms of the rigor of a ‘vulnerability theory’, the phrase appears
in socio-political contexts as an articulation of how people are disadvantaged, arguing to
replace equality before the law with ‘equity’ before the law [33]. The use of the phrase
‘vulnerability theory’ in the above published research is based on legal interpretations,
with a basis in the observed human condition as opposed to systematic hypothesis testing.
As such, from the authors’ knowledge, no researchers have used the phrase ‘vulnerability
theory’ because of a pervasive absence of systematic hypothesis testing.
In regards to risk, Aven [34,35] cites several researchers who define risk in various
ways, and provides a brief history of its concept development. He compares perspectives
on risk and concludes that a key issue to all of the definitions is that risk is fundamentally
about probability (uncertainty) of harm in a situation, regardless if the situation is simple
(e.g., as in dealing with a threat to a single receptor) or complex (e.g., as in dealing with
threats to multiple receptors in a situation). Aven’s [34] synthesis of vulnerability, risk, and
resilience was developed in response to Haimes’ [3,4] systems-based approach to risk and
resilience. Aven [34] contends that a systems-based approach is not needed to characterize
vulnerability, risk and resilience. However, in some sense he misses a major point that
a systems-based approach as provided by Haimes [3,4] is effective for treating complex
problems of interacting phenomena more so than treating relationships between elements
individually in the context of risk. As such, both researchers provide helpful insights for developing a synthesis framework. Haimes’ [3,4] contribution describes how a systems-based
approach to vulnerability, risk, and resilience can be effective for characterizing complex
(space-time) problems. In terms of the rigor of risk theory, Aven’s [34,35] characterization
of vulnerability, risk and resilience points out that uncertainty should underlie all three
concepts, but for the most part exists within treatments of risk only. However, because
vulnerability is considered a part of risk, vulnerability falls under the theoretical frame of
risk theories. There have been many lab experiments, field experiments, and field studies
about risk-based relations, and their inclusion in risk theory, but few treating complex
systems given the complexity of problems [3,4].
In regards to resilience, research has been underway for several decades, with many
contributions comparing articulations of resilience across contexts. Within ecological
contexts, Holling [36] is often credited with distinguishing ecological risk from engineering
risk, characterizing ecosystems as dynamics systems. Adger [37] looks at the difference
between the social and ecological contexts, describing similarities, but also differences,
particularly in regards to human agents that intentionally direct change as opposed to
reactions to change in ecosystems. Manyena [38] and Alexander [39] examine etymologies
of resilience and risk in the context of disaster risk reduction, noting that the foundation of
resilience comes from the Latin resilio, to ‘rebound’. The field of disaster risk reduction has
added considerable research about natural hazards to the literature base, particularly in
the field of critical and complex systems. Masten [40] examines the foundation of resilience
in human systems development from psychological and socio-psychological perspectives
using integrated approaches. However, the field of individual human development is not
part of the synthesis of resilience treated herein, as it is beyond the scope of this current
work focusing on regional community scales. In terms of the rigor of resilience theory,
studies of human development provide the largest body of research [40], having been
developing over the past 100 years. However, in terms of community/regional resilience
which is a rather different scale of treatment of elements, there is very little. The only
reference retrieved in the search that has ‘resilience theory’ in the title (written by Carlson
et al. [41] at Argonne National Labs within the context of critical infrastructures), contains
60 instances of the term ‘theory’. All but three are part of the title tag line at the top of every
report page. One of the other three appears in a phrase ‘from theory to practice’, and the
other two appear in reference citations. A paucity of retrieval results about resilience theory
suggests an infancy of development, perhaps due to the complexity of the topic. However,
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conceptual frameworks abound within the literature (as analyzed below), suggesting that
conceptual frameworks are the extent of development.
In regards to sustainability as a fourth major concept to emerge among V-R-R-S components in research literature, the term has become very popular principally due to its use
by the UN Commission on Environment and Economic Development through publication
of Our Common Future [42]. The work of Kates et al. [43] in developing sustainability
science was the next major push, of which the US National Academy of Science National
Research Council vulnerability analysis framework was part [2]. In terms of the rigor of
sustainability theory, Purvis, Yao, and Robinson [44] explore the origins of the three (social,
economic and environmental) pillar description of sustainability, commonly represented as
a Venn diagram of three overlapping circles. Nowhere did they find a theoretically rigorous
description of the framework, suggesting that this absence of rigorous treatment inhibits
making the concept operational.
The above findings about emergence of concepts and theoretical rigor in risk only, call
into question the relationships between conceptual frameworks and theory. From the perspective of theory-based concepts, V-R-R-S can be said be said to be evaluative conditions
in complex decision theory. DeSanctis and Poole’s [45] Adaptive Structuration Theory of
small-group decision making was developed from concepts and relations that tested for
efficacy across a decade of research. Based on that success in decision theory, Nyerges and
Jankowski [46] examined fourteen conceptual frameworks, and synthesized from them
Enhanced Adaptive Structuration Theory as the start of their effort for another two decades
of research into collaborative spatial decision theory [13,28], subsequently ranging from
small to very large group-based decision situations, some involving evaluative conditions
such as vulnerability, risk and sustainability criteria, with a notable absence of resilience
criteria. In separate and complementary research about common pool resource decision
making, Poteete, Janssen, and Ostrom [47] describe how the development of theory arises
from first articulating conceptual frameworks as an expression of concepts related to other
concepts (that make sense to some/many people), from which statements of relationships
are articulated to elucidate hypotheses, and then these hypotheses are translated into
operational models for testing the hypotheses through a variety of methods to assess the
statistical veracity of the statements. Once statements and models demonstrate veracity,
then and only then do the statements get elevated to the idea of ‘premises’ among concepts,
and these collections of concepts and premises start to form the basis of theory [45–47]. As
such, in decision theory, conceptual frameworks precede formulation of theories. Theories
develop in advance of premises, requiring testing of hypotheses and models, and hence
rely on articulation of conceptual frameworks to get things started. Given this approach to
theory development, this paper suggests that a rigorous VRRSability conceptual framework
will spawn rigorous hypotheses, followed by models that can be tested as a move toward
VRRSability theory, and welcomes others in that pursuit since it is a rather significant
undertaking.
In summary, based on the above overview, we can conclude that vulnerability is
generally part of risk, resilience, and sustainability; risk and resilience are conversely
related (the flip side of each other), and sustainability would best be understood in the
context of monitoring vulnerability, risk and resilience over the long-term. To better
articulate the potential for that understanding, below we report on a content analysis that
unpacks the individual sub-concepts of the V-R-R-S concepts to gain an appreciation for
how the sub-concepts are common among the V-R-R-S concepts as we work toward an
operational synthesis.
3.2. Glossary-Based Analysis of V-R-R-S Definitions for Initiating Conceptual Content
Identification
We use an information gain approach within a list of V-R-R-S sub-concepts to establish
a logic for identifying and corroborating sub-concepts. A content analysis used V-RR-S definitions that appear in several credible glossaries published by US Federal and
international organizations (Table 1 left-most column). Credibility stems from the use
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of these documents in the practice of the respective organizations, each organization
having international stature. At least three references for each concept were used to offer a
concept definition, because three definitions from different organizations offer a basis for
triangulation among the definitions. As such, a total of eight documents were identified
for the content analysis of definitions. The list of definitions and the analysis appears
in Appendix A. The information gain approach supports analysis of relationships, i.e.,
what sub-concepts must initially exist before other sub-concepts can qualify the initial
sub-concepts? For example, elements of a system precede relationships between/among
elements; thus, the sub-concepts are labeled a to e in order to reflect a ‘first things first”
order of emergence as the basis of information gain.
Table 1. Resulting Analysis of Sub-Concept (phrases expressed as table entry codes a–e 1 )) and
Synthesis into Components.
Definition Source

Vulnerability

Risk

Resilience

Sustainability

US EPA Risk Assessment
Glossary [31,48]

ab

abe

US FS Risk Terminology Primer
[32,49]

ab

ae

United Nations Handbook for
UNISDR Terminology [33,50]

abe

abe

abde

abcde

IPCC Managing Risk Report
[34,51]

abe

abcde

abde

abde

Walker and Salt [15]

abd

US EPA Environmental System
Mgt Glossary [35,52]

acd

abde

Resilience Alliance Glossary
[36,53]

abcde

abcde

American Society of Civil
Engineers [37,54]
Synthesis of Entries for the
Respective Column

acde
abe

abce

abde

abcde

1

Table entry codes: a: system elements (e.g., stressor or receptor), each element characterized in terms of some
level of functional performance. b: functional performance exposure relationship between elements. c: dose–
response threshold(s) related to harm or functional performance. d: management action to address functional
performance of that relationship. e: functional performance outcome from the relationship.

An enumeration of sub-concepts across all definitions for a VRRS concept was performed with results depicted in Table 1. A majority of entries must include a sub-concept
before that sub-concept (a–e) represents a conceptual component (a–e) as indicated within
the synthesis summary (last) row of the table. As such, the VRRS concepts appear as
labeled components below.
Vulnerability (a,b,e)—system elements, functional performance exposure, and performance outcome considering sensitivity of element.
Risk (a,b,c,e)—system elements, functional performance exposure, and probability of
performance outcome with damage at a given level.
Resilience (a,b,d,e)—system elements, functional performance process including
feedback, management action, functional performance outcome. Emphasizing outcomes
over future times.
Sustainability (a,b,c,d,e)—system elements, functional performance process, performance dose response, management action, and functional performance outcome. Emphasizing outcomes over future time.
In the summary list of conceptual components, vulnerability has three components
(a,b,e), whereas risk has four (a,b,c,e), Vulnerability treats outcome in terms of sensitivity,
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and risk treats outcome in terms of probability of damage at a given dose threshold. Vulnerability is often seen as a qualitative concept (with the phrase ‘at risk’ being used in popular
communications, such as TV news). Sensitivity to harm of the functional performance of a
receptor element is a key issue, but details of exposure to stressors/hazards do not appear
as part of vulnerability relationships. The concept of risk commonly adds dose response
(c) to the elements, but in this definitional enumeration of risk sub-concepts (a,b,e), the
majority of definitions do not include it. Much of the resilience literature includes the
concept of (dose–response) threshold, but only two of the definitions highlight thresholds.
As such, a threshold does not appear among the components (a,b,d,e). Sustainability
definitions contain all of the sub-concepts (a,b,c,d,e). We conclude from this circumstance
that sustainability is the broadest of terms. This might explain why vulnerability and
risk are easier to implement within ecosystem, social–ecological systems, and/or coupled
natural–human systems assessments, whereas resilience and sustainability are not yet commonly operational for those same contexts, because they are more complex. Furthermore,
although sustainability is a broad term, it does not include sensitivity, as does vulnerability,
or probability as in risk, or dynamics of exposure as in resilience. Consequently, there
appears to be a need for a term encompassing all four concepts that is more comprehensive
than all four concepts.
3.3. Literature Analysis-Based Enumeration of VRRS Conceptual Components
Informed by the conceptual components identified in Table 1, we examined a collection
of VRRS publications for additional insight into conceptual components. The literature
collection was developed by specifying all combinations of “vulnerability, risk, resilience,
and sustainability” as in paired terms, triplet, and quadruplet combinations in Google
Scholar searches, principally. The order of appearance of a term mattered within a search
text string, i.e., a somewhat different list of books, articles and reports appeared for each
combination in a different sequence. The Google Scholar search approach used a snowballassociation search as a supplement such that additional articles broadened the list of
publications. No bias toward “geospatial” publications occurred, i.e., all publications with
multiple terms helped broaden the publication collection. References were used when two
or more concepts in comparison/contrast were treated, i.e., a reference was not used if a
concept was used ‘only in passing’ without more detailed treatment.
The resulting list of publications (books, articles and reports) formed the basis for
enumerating conceptual components, providing concurrence of the definition-based conceptual components as well as additional components (Table 2). The left-most column of
Table 2 includes components emerging from the definitional sub-concept synthesis together
with others deemed potentially relevant to forming a conceptual framework. Entries within
the VRRS columns provide a description of the relevance of each component in regards
to the respective concept. The right-most column of the table provides an assessment of
how each component contributes to a VRRS synthesis. The overall motivation for this
kind of table originates with Miller et al. [55] who treated vulnerability and resilience.
However, we have greatly expanded the table to treat risk and sustainability as well, and
we have expanded the number of components and resynthesized several of the conceptual
component entries with an eventual end goal of implementing all conceptual components
as software components as part of future research.
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Table 2. Conceptual components and their relevance within a VRRS synthesis.
Conceptual
Components
(Labels 1 ).

Vulnerability

Identity of systems
(social–ecological,
coupled human–
environment,
coupled
natural–human)
(abcde)

Social systems to
social–ecological
systems, human–
environment
systems, and
coupled
natural–human
systems.
[1–4,15,28,55–64]

Risk

Resilience

Sustainability

Contribution to
VRRS Synthesis 2

SES not treated in
any significant
way, but important
for infrastructure
[2–4,58]

Move from
ecological toward
social dimensions
within coupled
social–ecological
system
[1,3,4,55,59,60,62,
64–66]

Social, economic,
and ecological
dimensions treated
[1,60,64]

Complementarity
among Vul, Res,
and Sus with
contribution to Ris

Stressor element(s)
and sub-systems
[2,13,67]

Complementarity
between Vul and
Ris with
contribution to Res
and Sus

Stressors/hazards/
disturbances as
controlling
variables (a1)

Stressor element(s)
[2,67]

Stressor element(s)
[10,34,35,67]

Stressor element(s)
and sub-systems
[10,15]

Fast versus slow
change variables
regarding receptor
functional
performance (a2)

Sensitivity of
receptor element(s)
to potential harm
[2,56,68]

Sensitivity of
receptor element(s)
to probable harm
[11,34,35]

Sensitivity of
receptor element(s)
or sub-system(s) to
harm or benefit
[12,15,36,68–70]

Sensitivity of
receptor element(s)
or sub-system(s) to
harm or benefit
[12]

Complementarity
among all, but
each contributes a
different aspect of
change

Exposure
relationship(s) (b1)
between elements

Space-time
collocation
[2,55,67,71]

Space-time
pathway
[67,68,71–73]

Sub-system to
whole system
[74]

Sub-system to
whole system
[75,76]

Ris with
contribution to Vul,
Res, and Sus

Event
occurrence(s) (b2)

Commonly single
event
[75]

Commonly single
event
[34,35]

Commonly
multiple events
over medium time
frame
[15,55]

Commonly
multiple events
over an extended
time frame
[1,2,62]

Complementarity
among Vul, Ris,
Res, and Sus

Dose–response
threshold (c)

Potential ordinal
level of sensitivity
to harm
[2,67]

Probability of
damage outcome
[34,35]

Tipping point
ranges for unstable
equilibrium
[15,55,60,70,77,78]

Range of
magnitudes for
satisfactory
performance
[12,13]

Contribution of Ris
and Res to Vul and
Sus

Management
action and capacity
to act (d1)

Plan, adapt, resist
[2,79,80]

Plan, adapt, resist
[81]

Plan, adapt, resist,
recover
[22,62,82–87]

Plan, maintain
[22,60,79,84]

Complementarity
of Ris and Res with
contribution to Vul
and Sus

Agency for taking
action (d2)

Medium
[2,56,68]

Strong
[3,4,34,35]

Strong
[21,62,63]

Medium
[87]

Complementarity
of Ris and Res with
contribution to Vul
to Sus

Empowerment of
social group(s) to
address conditions
(d3)

Strong
[88,89]

Strong
[88]

Strong
[15,55,90]

Strong
[2,28,87]

Complementarity
among Vul, Ris,
Res, and Sus

Impact/influence
reduction/improvement
(e1)

Strong
[2,28,67,91]

Strong
[34,35,67,68]

Strong
[15,22,63,86]

Strong
[22,64,91]

Complementarity
among Vul, Ris,
Res and Sus

Decision trade-offs
and priorities (e2)

Weak treatment
[5,67]

Strong treatment
[11,67]

Medium treatment
[55,63]

Medium treatment
[13,92]

Complementarity
among Vul, Ris,
Res and Sus
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Table 2. Cont.
Conceptual
Components
(Labels 1 ).

Vulnerability

Risk

Resilience

Sustainability

Contribution to
VRRS Synthesis 2

Transformation as
long-term
structural change
(e3)

Avoid exposure
over long-term
[55]

Avoid harm over
long-term

Resourcefulness
over long-term
[81,93]

Maintain over
long-term
[13,61]

Complementarity
of Res and Sus
with contribution
to Vul and Ris

Scenarios (f)

Normal, chronic,
severe,
catastrophic
[94,95]

Normal, chronic,
severe,
catastrophic
[73]

Severe,
catastrophic
[73,95]

Normal, chronic
[14]

Complementarity
between Vul, Ris,
Res, and Sus

Spatial, temporal,
attribute Scale (g)

Macro, meso,
micro
[2,55,67,84,96]

Micro or meso
[67]

Macro, meso,
micro
[55,66,82,84,96,97]

Macro, meso,
micro
[6,13,93,98,99]

Complementarity
among Vul, Res,
and Sus with
contribution to Ris

Element(s)
[3,4,34,35,100,101]

Sub-system(s)
[55,100]

Element(s),
sub-system(s),
system(s)
[1,59,101,102]

Complementarity
among Vul, Ris,
Res and Sus

Levels of
resolution for units
of analysis (h)

Element(s)
[34,35,55,100]

Feedback (i)

Weak, not
identified
explicitly

Weak, not
identified
explicitly

Strong, explicitly
identified
[6,15,103,104]

Medium, generally
identified
[6]

Contribution of
Res to Vul, Ris and
Sus

Alternate stable
states (j)

Weak, except for
livelihood or
governance
strategies

Weak, different
conditions of
stability

Strong, diverse
conditions of
stability
[15,81,82]

Medium, similar
conditions of
stability
[60]

Res contribution to
Vul, Ris and Sus

Social learning
about VRRS
conditions (k)

Individual, smalland medium-size
groups
[56,105]

Individual, small,
and medium-size
groups
[31,67]

Participatory
large-size groups,
community
[55,90,106]

Participatory
large-size groups,
community
[6,31,61,87,107,
108]

Complementarity
of Res and Sus
with contribution
to Vul and Ris

Knowledge
systems about
VRRS conditions
(l)

Strong
[3,4,67]

Strong
[3,4,67]

Strong
[10,63,86]

Strong
[13,100,105,109]

Complementarity
among Vul, Ris,
Res and Sus

Operational
implementation
(m)

Advanced
[3,4,11,67]

Advanced
[3,4,11,67]

Emerging
[10,55,63,70,86]

Emerging
[5,6,22]

Complementarity
among Vul, Ris,
Res, and Sus

Summary list of
V-R-R-S
components

a,b,e,
f,g,h,k,l,m

a,b,c,e,
f,g,h,k,l,m

a,b,d,e,
f,g,h,i,j,k,l,m

a,b,c,d,e,
f,g,h,k,l,m

a,b,c,d,e,
f,g,h,i,j,k,l,m

1

Conceptual component labels (a–m) uniquely identify each component for each set of the references. 2 Vul: vulnerability; Ris: risk; Res:
resilience; Sus: sustainability.

The order of the conceptual components within Table 2 uses an approximation of
information gain, i.e., a first-things-first approach, which is the same as the ontological
content, structure, process, and context strategy of the overall MOESIR framework [1].
The earlier a row appears in Table 2, the more fundamental a component. Twenty components emerged from the respective literature, originally. By comparing, contrasting, and
integrating concepts, thirteen components emerge as a synthesis (labels a–m designated in
the left-most column of Table 2). Components labeled a to e are the same as in Table 1. The
literature was helpful for identifying significant refinements/nuances for components a
to e; designated by integer numbers following a component label a to e (e.g., a#, b#, etc.)
to detail and refine the respective components. Detail refinements emerged through a
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process of multiple-pass iteration. Below we highlight important aspects of the thirteen
components (a–m) and their associated sub-component details using information gain,
aligning Tier 1 elements and relationships to Tier 2 components and sub-components, to
characterize systems content (a), structure (b), process dynamics (c,d,e), and context (f-m)
of a decision problem.
3.3.1. Identity of and within Integrated Systems (a to e)
A considerable body of systems-oriented research examines VRRS conditions. Tompkins and Adger [56] explore social vulnerability within social–ecological systems using a
qualitative approach, whereas Luers [57] explores vulnerability of agriculture for a human–
environment system using a quantitative approach. Haimes [58] sees vulnerability as part
of risk, wherein states of conditions express system; a state characterizes a collection of
system conditions. Walker and Salt [15] outlined ‘resilience thinking’ as one of the better
elucidations of a social–ecological systems perspective. Sahely and Kennedy [59] use a system approach to model the urban water cycle using flows of water, energy, and chemicals
and associated greenhouse gas emissions moving through the urban water infrastructure
system. MOESIR Tier 1 characterizes complex systems [1], emphasizing relationships for
scaffolding information from Tier 1 systems to Tier 2 VRRS concepts. A robust systems
characterization makes use of methods from ecological topology involving both discrete
connected objects and continuous fields [60], particularly for characterizing complex social–
ecological systems. These are two perspectives for characterizing systems, each associated
with particular representations of relationships that would offer different advantages. Nyerges et al. [28] investigated the interaction among ten sub-systems (five vulnerable and
five developable) using a geodesign workflow to examine urban sustainable watershed
development, but treating vulnerability by itself was concluded to be somewhat limited
for systems evaluation.
Synthesizing across concepts, Folke et al. [61] were among the first to recognize the
importance of linkages among vulnerability, resilience, and sustainability with regard to
social–ecological systems. Bruneau et al. [62] explored interconnections among infrastructure systems as “lifelines” using vulnerability, risk and resilience perspectives. From a
comprehensive VRRS perspective, Turner et al. [2] and Turner [5] speak to the importance
of coupled human–environment systems, highlighting more than a dozen sub-concepts as
part of VRRS. Miller et al. [55] remark that vulnerability and resilience research, with risk
and sustainability perspectives, should focus on linking perspectives on social–ecological
systems, and draw upon the strengths of systems thinking in understanding dynamic
social–ecological relations, and actor-oriented approaches in understanding matters of
social differentiation, equity, and power. Schultz and Smith [63] examine resilience of infrastructure as a human–environment system using a Bayesian approach, and recognize the
complementarity to risk assessment. Lounis and McAllister [64] focus on the development
of infrastructure systems that are to be sustainable and resilient.
Recognizing the diversity of those views about VRRS of complex systems, where
does one start with an ontological elucidation of components? Identity is thought to be
a first step for characterizing (what, how, when, and how much) relationships within
integrated social–ecological systems, coupled human–environment systems, and coupled
natural–human systems, as a basis of problem definition [48,49]. A clear system identity
(elements and relationships) provides a baseline interpretation for VRRS to articulate
criteria (e.g., performance sensitivity for vulnerability) and measure change (impact level
on performance in risk) to address functional performance of a system [4]. Haimes [3] and
Cumming [66] suggest that a complex systems specification is necessary when modelling
functional performance, the former for risk to infrastructure systems and the latter for
resilience of ecosystems.
The following observations summarize a system identity perspective for VRRS conditions. Identity for system vulnerability focuses on sensitivity of functional performance, given
many diverse disturbance conditions. Identity for system risk focuses on the probability of
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damage to functional performance, given specific disturbance conditions. Identity for system
resilience focuses on improvements to functional performance, given diverse disturbance conditions. Identity for system sustainability focuses on maintaining long-term levels of functional
performance, given many diverse disturbance conditions. As such, identity takes on four
different, but complementary thrusts, reinforcing motivation for this effort. Overall, the
complementarity that exists among vulnerability, resilience and sustainability can contribute to improving an understanding of risk conditions associated with system identity.
Furthermore, although identity is an important initial step, further understanding about
identity of system elements and relationships emerges from details of the components a to
e as described below.

•

Stressors, hazards, disturbances, and controlling variables influence functional performance (a1)

Hazards and stressors are synonyms within the vulnerability and risk literature (Nyerges, Robkin and Moore 1997) [67]. The vulnerability-sustainability literature considers
both natural and human-made hazards as important generators of socially or physically
vulnerable circumstances, but sensitivity to diverse disturbances is a key issue [2]. The disaster risk literature recognizes diverse hazards at a community scale that can influence
receptors in various ways [10]. Hazards as stressors are key to understanding the probability and magnitude of risk consequences [34,35]; various granularities being considered.
In the social–ecological literature about resilience, disturbances and controlling variables
are synonyms [15]. The sustainability literature treats a wide array of stressors, hazards,
and disturbances [13]. In summary, stressors (and its synonyms) exist for all VRRS conditions, but the specific and diverse character of those stressors will have varying influences
on functional performance or other variables. The complementarity that exists between
vulnerability and risk, can contribute to a better understanding of stressor conditions for
resilience and sustainability.

•

Fast versus slow change variables regarding receptor functional performance (a2)

Turner et al. [2] and Tompkins and Adger [56] see receptor vulnerability as having a
sensitivity component; different receptors are more sensitive to certain social–economic–
ecological–physical conditions than are other receptors. Adger [68] treats vulnerability,
risk, and adaptive capacity (an aspect of resilience) while generalizing metrics for vulnerability that incorporate receptor change sensitivity within social and physical domains.
Aven [34,35] suggests that risk includes uncertainty of probability to qualify our understanding of damage to receptors; as uncertainty is significant for risk-based decision
making [11]. Holling [36] differentiated engineering resilience and ecological resilience
by noting that an engineering perspective focuses on change recovery characterized as
static equilibrium for physical receptors using a narrow range of functional performance;
whereas an ecological perspective focuses on change recovery characterized as dynamic
equilibrium using a broad range of receptor (species) functional performance. McLellan
et al. [69] describe how the tsunami disaster in Japan in 2011 brought into focus the importance of resilience and risk mitigation of energy infrastructure performance. Walker and
Salt [15] focus on controlling variables that influence variables of concern, e.g., as receptor
functional performance. Mumby et al. [70] examine the spatial distribution of resilience on
coral reefs as receptors impacted by varying conditions, some physical, while others are
biological. Minsker et al. [12] examine the potential for synthesizing perspectives about
resilience and sustainability of performance-based metrics for characterizing infrastructures as receptors, as it is timely and important to recognize resilience and sustainability
complementarity. In summary, receptor functional performance can behave in either fast
or slow ways depending on the nature of the influence from stressors as a basis for human–
environment and social–ecological interactions in terms of fast versus slow changes. The
complementarity among all VRRS concepts, each different but related, should improve
understanding of change.

•

Exposure pathway relationship(s) between elements—stressors and receptors (b1)
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Nyerges, Robkin, and Moore [67] examine the difference between vulnerability and
risk, recognizing that exposure pathway and dose response were among the main differences. Collocation of exposure with no or little information about stressor dose is at the core
of vulnerability [2], whereas exposure pathway with measured dose-response is at the core
of risk [34]. Using different perspectives, some researchers view vulnerability and risk as
conceptually distinct [71]. Wisner et al. [72] and Leh, Bajwa and Chaubey [73] review urban
land impacts related to erosion risk, recognizing that increases in land use and land cover
cause negative effects on stream water quality and quantity plus stream ecosystem health
over time. Rodriguez-Nikl et al. [74] report on a synthesis linking conceptual perspectives
about short-term aspects of disaster resilience and long-term aspects of sustainability for
system infrastructures in the context of natural disaster events, wherein exposure pathway
plays a significant role in information discovery over time. Birkmann [75,76] addresses
sustainability from a long-term perspective. In summary, collocated exposure of stressor
to receptor is required for establishing VRRS relationships, but exploration of such relationships depends on the measurement specificity of exposure over time. Since exposure
pathway is well known in the risk literature, this concept adds more insight to VRRSability than do vulnerability, resilience and sustainability. Probabilistic exposure pathways
offer very useful insight for understanding processes and outcomes when examining
VRRSability.

•

Event occurrence(s)—combining stressor and receptor at some magnitude (b2)

Events occur under various conditions. Some researchers describe an onset of a hazard
as an event within a vulnerability context [75], whereas other researchers describe exposure
collocation of stressor and receptor as an event within a risk context [34,35]. Miller et al. [55]
describe events within vulnerability and resilience contexts as collocations of stressorreceptors during slow and rapid changes. Walker and Salt [15] recognize the interaction of
controlling variables and variables of concern as event states across time. Frequent events
across an extended timeframe compose chronic conditions from a sustainable development
perspective, while some events could be catastrophic in magnitude and thus connect with
a resilience perspective [1,2,62]. In summary, stressor events and stress-receptor events
are two types of events, but the latter is required to address VRRS of receptor functional
performance over time. All four concepts offer contributions to overall VRRSability.

•

Dose–response threshold (c)

A principal difference between vulnerability and risk deals with measurement of
dose-response; wherein we measure dose on an ordinal scale for vulnerability and on an
interval scale for risk [67]. Turner et al. [2] see receptors having certain sensitivities to
hazards in vulnerability, wherein sensitive receptors are easily impacted and less sensitive
receptors are less easily impacted. In relation to risk, dose-response is an inherent part of
computing probabilities [34]. In relation to resilience, thresholds act as boundaries between
system (stability) states. Crossing a threshold involves a change in the character and
extent of feedback associated with a variable of concern such as water quality. Identifying
thresholds is not only a question of science, but also involves a value judgment, e.g., climate
change influences on ecosystems [55] and agriculture [77]. As an organizing perspective for
thresholds, catastrophe theory addresses abrupt changes in state aligned with slow moving
parameter changes that result in fast variable outcomes [60]. Horan et al. [78] develop
scenario analyses for exploring thresholds within coupled human–environment systems.
Walker and Salt [15] present four profiles (curves) for conceptually representing different
relationships between a controlling variable and a variable of concern, each considered a
scenario that incorporates threshold conditions. Mumby et al. [70] empirically demonstrate
a threshold change using a graph that portrays the relationships suggested by Walker
and Salt [15]. Considering a range of magnitudes will help identify satisfactory levels of
performance for sustainability management [12,13]. In summary, dose–response thresholds
are key to understanding interaction dynamics between stressor influences on receptor
functional performance within condition states over time. Thus, significant contributions
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from the vulnerability and risk literature offer more significant contributions to resilience
and sustainability insights, which in turn offer insight when examining VRRSability.

•

Management action and capacity to act (d1)

Considerable literature treats management actions associated with VRRS conditions,
since examining VRRS conditions influences management conditions. Turner et al. [2],
Brooks [79], and Smith and Wandel [80] recognize the importance of vulnerability management. Ng and Loosemore [81] discuss risks facing large infrastructure projects and
distributing these risks among private and public financial organizations that fund such
projects as private-public partner management action. Early resilience literature distinguished actions based on infrastructure systems versus ecosystems. Bruneau et al. [62]
describe four resilience properties—robustness, redundancy, resourcefulness, and rapidity—
of infrastructure systems influenced by seismic hazards, with each associated with a form
of management action addressing functional performance. Robustness addresses sensitivity. Redundancy addresses multiple and similar options. Resourcefulness addresses new
and different options. Rapidity addresses the timeframe for recovery. From an ecosystem
perspective, Walker et al. [82] describe four characteristics—latitude, resistance, precariousness, and panarchy—of resilience. A management action can move functional performance
away from or closer to the current state of system thresholds by altering latitude. An
action can make a threshold more difficult or easier to reach by altering resistance. An
action could move the current state of system performance away from or closer to the
threshold by altering precariousness. Finally, an action can foster cross-scale interactions to
avoid or generate loss of resilience at the largest and most socially catastrophic scales by
altering panarchy, which is a three-tier—micro, meso, and macro—spatial-temporal scaling
of how transition occurs within ecosystems [83]. As such, characterizing systems process
temporality in terms of phases can lead to significant insight for management action.
Toward more synthesis across VRRS conditions, Brooks [79] treats vulnerability, risk,
and adaptation, treating ‘adaptation’ from a perspective on ‘what to do’ as a management
action. Smit and Wandel [66] recognize that adaptation, adaptive capacity, vulnerability,
resilience, exposure, and sensitivity as related to management action. Romero-Lankao
and Dodman [84] perform an analytical review of the interactions between urbanization
and global environmental change in which they see the opportunity of turning hazards
causing human pressures on the environment into sources of opportunities and innovations,
which offer insights about management actions important for building more resilient and
sustainable cities. Bocchini et al. [22] make a distinction between a coping response and
an adaptation response based on temporal scale; coping generally describes a short-term
response, whereas adaptation generally describes a longer-term response. Ganin et al. [85]
describe before, during and after stages of an event in relation to resilience, each type
associated with (or requiring) a management action. A before action involves planning
and mitigation. A during action involves coping and absorbing. An after action involves
recovery. Lam et al. [86] examine the relationship between vulnerability and adaptation
to hurricanes along the US Gulf Coast over several decades to gain understanding about
how counties (as communities) have responded to hurricanes. They use social-economic
characteristics of communities to estimate the management action occurring for each
county. Schultz and Smith [63] report on the types of management actions that could
protect communities and help them recover once there is an understanding of the potential
change that can occur with infrastructures on Long Island, New York. In regards to
sustainability, Brooks [79], Romero-Lanko and Dodman [84], Bocchini et al. [22], and Prager
and Reiners [60] consider various aspects of action as part of sustainability management.
In summary, evaluation of spatial-temporal-functional conditions associated with system
service performance leads to informing needs for different types and granularities of
management actions for influencing those conditions, and thus service enhancement over
space and time. Characterizing temporality of system processes in terms of phases from
the risk and resilience literature can lead to significant insight for management action
involving vulnerability and sustainability, and consequently VRRSability.
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•

Agency to take action (d2)

Turner et al. [2], Tompkins and Adger [56], and Adger [68] describe the importance of
organizational agency in the context of vulnerability. Haimes [3,4] and Aven [34,35] briefly
describe the significance of agency action in risk management. Bruneau et al. [45] focus on
social units (organizations and communities) as agents to address resilience actions. Some
researchers describe how resilience action can be part of risk management actions, providing insight from complementary perspectives [21,63]. Individual, group, and community
organizations demonstrate agency for taking action to improve well-being in vulnerability,
resilience and sustainability contexts [56,68]. Ostrom [87] reports on stakeholders taking
action to address their concerns about sustaining resources, despite government organization actions that often move in contrasting directions. In summary, agency to take action
can stem from public, private, not-for-profit, and/or community sectors, wherein broadly
motivated agency is more forceful than narrowly motivated agency. The complementarity
of risk and resilience offer a contribution to vulnerability and sustainability; thus, agency is
of considerable importance when addressing VRRSability actions.

•

Empowerment of a social group to address conditions (d3)

Kasperson et al. [88] address social amplification of risk, wherein different social
groups view hazards differently; some groups command greater resources and thus are
more empowered than others to address impacts. Baker [89] reports on how the term
disaster is socially constructed and that vulnerability is a dynamic process that depends
on a host of contextual factors, so part of this social construction difference is due to the
difference in empowerment. Miller et al. [55] recommend methodological improvements
in terms of hybrid and pluralistic approaches that elicit input from stakeholders affected
by disasters and stresses, because those most affected are rarely, and only to a limited
extent, part of studies. Walker and Salt [15] concur that resilience assessment should
include stakeholder empowerment. Goldstein [90] describes how collaborative resilience
offers stakeholder groups ways to participate in collaborative decision processes, with
the understanding that stakeholders should be part of decision processes that affect them.
Turner et al. [2] were among the early researchers to connect empowerment in vulnerability
and sustainability. Ostrom [87] reports findings that some government policies accelerate
resource destruction, whereas some resource users have invested their time and energy
to achieve sustainability. Some of that difference is due to certain groups having intimate
knowledge of resource behavior, which is a difference in social empowerment. That difference suggests how stakeholder communities often have as good insight as government
regulators, if not better insight, and understanding about how to maintain sustainability in
resource-oriented social–ecological systems. Geodesign workshops about sustainable watershed development always should include a stakeholder empowerment component [28].
In summary, a complementarity emerges among all four V-R-R-S concepts; and as such,
empowerment of stakeholder/social groups will likely broaden and deepen perspectives
when considering VRRSability conditions.

•

Impact or Influence Reduction (e1)

Most V-R-R-S literature recognizes the importance of performance impacts, because
performance impacts as outcomes from influences are relevant to stakeholders concerns
about V-R-R-S conditions. The condition of impacts is different for each. Vulnerability is
a matter of potential (ordinal-measured) impacts [2,28,67,91]. Risk is a matter of actual
(interval-measured) impact, including the probability impact magnitude [34,35,67,68]. Resilience includes a perspective on disturbance, plus potential response, which could result
in impact as a long-term influence on sustainable performance [15]. Both resilience and
sustainability focus on level of functional performance as an impact [22,63,86]. Bocchini
et al. [22] describe how resilience focuses on low probability of occurrence and high consequence impacts, whereas sustainability focuses on high probability of occurrence and low
consequence impacts, distributed over the entire life cycle of infrastructure. Although that
perspective appears to simplify making a distinction between resilience and sustainability,
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it masks a nuance that resilience is more about process, while sustainability is more about
outcomes [91]. Lounis and McAllister [64] focus on the development of infrastructure
systems that are to be sustainable and resilient, suggesting that resilient processes lead to
sustainable impacts, which aligns with Redman’s [91] processes versus outcomes distinction. In summary, the complementarity among all four concepts suggests that impact(s) on
functional performance is perhaps the most fundamental issue when treating VRRSability
evaluation of systems; it aligns with a receptor’s most salient variable(s) of concern about
conditions of outcomes.

•

Decision trade-offs and priorities (e2)

Nyerges, Robkin, and Moore [67] describe how risk evaluation within risk assessment
incorporates vulnerability assessment; both involve criteria and option trade-offs within
multi-criteria decision making. Turner [5] describes how decision trade-off is a pivot point
for linking resilience and sustainability perspectives. Barker and Haimes [11] examine
trade-offs in risk decision making. Miller et al. [55] recommended assessment frameworks
be developed for decision-making methods that can connect vulnerability, risk, resilience,
and sustainability. Schultz and Smith [63] use a Bayesian approach for exploring resilience
of decision trade-offs for critical infrastructure along Long Island, New York. Nyerges
and Jankowski [13] present methods and techniques for implementing decision tradeoffs for participatory sustainability management. Aguirre and Nyerges [92] examine
agent-based models that implement scenario-based decision trade-offs for sustainability
management. In summary, trade-offs commonly form the core of decision techniques,
particularly when values emerge from diverse stakeholder perspectives that encourage
different priority setting of impacts. However, the complementarity among the four
concepts within the context of decision trade-offs must be further unpacked; that is, we
need to better understand what and how conditions are being traded-off to offer necessary
and sufficient insights using VRRSability.

•

Transformation as long-term structural change (e3)

Miller et al. [55] describe how transformation and adaptation should draw from the
vulnerability community in the subjective domain of values, power, and social differentiation. However, at the same time, addressing the environmental consequences of different
recovery and adaptation options remains a challenge within studies of vulnerability. Walker
et al. [81] explore the resilience, adaptability, and transformability of the capacity to create
a fundamentally new system when ecological, economic, or social (including political)
conditions make the existing system untenable. Olsson, Galaz, and Boonstra [93] examine how resilience thinking, focused on social–ecological systems, contributes to studies
about sustainability transformations. They suggest focusing on innovation and social–
ecological–technological systems interactions, patterns of transformation, and agency and
transformation. Sustainability involves long-term transformations supported through governance change across generations [13,61]. In summary, transformation is among the least
understood V-R-R-S components to attract attention, perhaps because transformation relies
on so many of the other components that influence long-term structural change. Noticeably,
no research has treated transformation explicitly in terms of risk, although we can expect
stressor impacts to cause transformations. Concept complementarities suggest that the
concepts of resilience and sustainability should be adding transformational insights to the
concepts of vulnerability and risk when considering VRRSability.
3.3.2. Scenarios (f)
Any articulation of a system necessarily includes assumptions about conditions, which
we call a scenario. Swart, Raskin, and Robinson [94] suggest that one way to identify system
functional performance and the threshold(s) associated with them would be to address
them within the context of scenarios. Kjeldsen and Rosbjerg [95] review estimators of
reliability, resilience, and vulnerability (R-R-V) and examine which combination of these
would be the most appropriate for use in connection with a multi-objective risk assessment
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of a water resources system that forms a sustainability scenario as the product of R-R-V.
Leh, Bajwa, Chaubey [73] construct land use scenarios to perform geospatial analyses for
exploring risk of erosion processes in watersheds. Linkov et al. [17] array conditions about
events to form normal, chronic, acute (severe), and catastrophic scenarios as a way to
characterize frequency of states and probability of events occurring from time to time in
the context of resilience evaluation. Hong et al. [14] use scenarios to simulate sustainability
policy approaches for infrastructure projects. In summary, organizing spatial-temporalfunctional conditions into scenarios provides a basis for realistically framing all VRRS
evaluations, enabling consideration of uncertainties for all conditions. The complementarity
among the concepts suggests that scenarios are equally valuable to vulnerability, risk and
sustainability, and consequently to VRRSability.
3.3.3. Spatial, Temporal, Attribute Scale (g)
Turner et al. [2] address scale for vulnerability at local, regional, national and international levels. Nyerges, Robkin and Moore [67] recognize the importance of scale in
treating vulnerability and risk, since stressors and receptors must be characterized in terms
of level of granularity. Miller et al. [55] describe the importance of why methodology,
resilience, and vulnerability researchers need to work together on common case studies,
at multiple spatial scales so that comprehensive findings develop. Gotham and Campanella [96] coupled vulnerability and resilience to examine dynamics of interaction across
scales. Romero-Lankao and Dodman [84] examine interactions between urbanization and
outcomes of global environmental change using vulnerability and resilience perspectives,
showing how specific governance mechanisms addressing systems at different scales shape
the design and implementation of urban management responses. Characterizing social–
ecological systems scenarios using transition phases at different spatial-temporal scales
can foster understanding of granularities; the overall framework articulated using biological principles forms a ‘panarchy’ to characterize resilience [82]. Specifying scales helps
organize scenarios for articulating system identities for addressing resilience [66,97]. Scale
is particularly important when considering sustainable transformations using a resilience
perspective [93]. Yigitcanlar and Dur [98] develop sustainability assessment indicators at
neighborhood, local, and regional scales, showing insights for each. Wu [99] describes why
landscape and regional scales are pivotal for sustainability outcomes. Scale is important for
environmental governance, when examining social–ecological systems through resilience
thinking, while undertaking collaborative learning for sustainability [6]. In summary,
multi-spatial-temporal scales are beneficial for framing scenarios when characterizing systems. Scale is thus an important consideration in all four concepts, and as such is equally
important to VRRSability.
3.3.4. Levels of Resolution for Units of Analysis (h)
Aven [34,35] explores vulnerability, risk, and resilience using individual elements,
suggesting that a systems approach is not necessary for all problems. However, others
suggest that a systems focus is necessary for a holistic approach to complex systems problems [3,4]. Nelson et al. [100] and Miller et al. [55] argue that individual feature and system
approaches are complementary, in the sense that actor-based analyses look at the processes
of negotiation, decision making, and action, whereas systems-based analyses examine
the interaction of social and ecological processes. Actor-based (agent-oriented) is more
focused (detailed), and system-based is more holistic (synoptic, big picture). Sahely and
Kennedy [59] articulate a sub-systems level of resolution as important for understanding water, energy, and chemicals as part of sustainable water systems. Blackmore and
Plant [101] characterize integrated urban water systems using a sustainability management
perspective that incorporates risk and resilience. They describe how risk assessment commonly focuses on the states of controls that operate on specific system components, plus the
likelihood and consequences of control failure; whereas resilience addresses disturbances
to system-as-a-whole behavior, which addresses the importance of differentiating levels of
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resolution for system elements. Lundin and Morrison [102] examined various resolutions
for sustainable water quality indicators. Nyerges et al. [1] developed a geospatial representation framework that incorporates individual and systems units of analysis as a basis
for characterizing sustainable systems challenges; both needed to represent a space-time
dynamic of sustainable systems. In summary, the four concepts are complementarity when
addressing unit of resolution; that is, VRRSability applies to all levels of units. Selection
of scenarios in coordination with spatial-temporal scales frame choices about granularity
(resolution) of elements and relationships, sub-systems, and systems; thus, all three levels
are important for examining behaviors across scales.
3.3.5. Feedback (i)
A coupled systems perspective enhances opportunity for addressing feedback and system transformation [15,103]. Walker and Salt’s [15] ‘resilience thinking’ approach involves
identifying regime shifts that are possible, with feedback changes that determine the thresholds between regimes, and the attributes of the system that govern the controlling variables
and strengths of the feedbacks that influence regime shifts. Regime shifts occur when
variables interact in substantially different ways or at different levels because the ‘affinities’
among variables change to result in different equilibrium dynamics. Andries [104] explores
control theory to frame integration of dynamic systems models to address challenges for
the design of effective governance regimes offering policy feedback within highly uncertain
natural resource systems. Berkes [6] describes the importance of considering people and
environment together, as social (human) and ecological (biophysical) sub-systems link
through mutual feedback, and are interdependent and co-evolutionary within a resilience
context. In summary, feedback mechanisms associated with relationships, encourage
and/or discourage systems (functional performance) behavior. The concept of feedback
appears to be more salient within the resilience literature, and less so in the sustainability
literature, but largely untreated in the vulnerability and risk literature. However, in the context of integrated complex systems, feedback is critical, and thus a significant consideration
when addressing VRRSability.
3.3.6. Alternate (and Possibly Irreversible) Stable States (j)
Gunderson and Holling [82] describe panarchy as a trajectory along which a system
progresses cyclically through four functional phases of growth, conservation, release, and
reorganization. A transition from one state to the next shifts a system into an ‘alternate
stable state’ from a perspective of resilience [15,81], and the next state by definition is an
alternate stable state. This alternative stable state means that a change in feedback occurs
as well, for better or worse depending on the desirability of the state based on stakeholder
perspectives. Within catastrophe theory [60], small changes in state can result in dramatic
changes in alternative state stability, thus making the sustainability of a system somewhat
challenging to address. In summary, the concept of alternate stable state is a concept of
importance to the resilience literature, but is not so prevalent in the vulnerability, risk
and sustainability literature. However, complementarity among concepts suggests that
alternate stable states can add insight to vulnerability, risk and sustainability when applied
to the context of integrated systems.
3.3.7. Social Learning about VRRS Conditions (k)
Tompkins and Adger [56] examine social learning, specifically in relation to the
acceptance of strategies that build social–ecological resilience. Over the past decade, there
has been a shift from output-directed to process-oriented research, seeking knowledge as
co-produced by a plurality of actors (scientists, researchers, and policy and community
stakeholders) through a social learning process [105]. Nyerges, Robkin and Moore [67]
and Jankowski and Nyerges [31] provide an overview how GIS can be used for risk
communication to effect social learning in small- and medium-sized groups.
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Miller et al. [55] recommend creating mechanisms for collective reflection and learning
among researchers, policy makers, practitioners, and stakeholders to capture important
lessons learned about vulnerability and resilience in medium to large-size groups. Jordan
et al. [106] examined knowledge development within citizen-science participation programs, discovering that participants learned by participating, but did not gain substantial
insight into overall scientific activity, mostly because they were not exposed to the overall
research project goals. Goldstein [90] organizes researchers reporting on a variety of ways
to conceptualize and implement collaborative resilience as both a social learning process
and an outcome of collective engagement with social–ecological complexity. They see social
learning as a way to organize the framing of topics that can redefine them as appropriate.
Social learning in small, medium and large-size group settings using geographic
information systems (GIS) is an important approach to sharing insights about habitat
redevelopment with regard to sustainability management [31]. Research needs to explore
reflection and learning, and also help design appropriate networks, institutions, and
governance structures [61]. Ostrom [87] reports how stakeholder communities, in contrast
to government regulators, often develop as good an insight, if not better insight and
understanding, stemming from social learning about how to maintain sustainability in
resource-oriented social–ecological systems. Pahl-Wostl [107] describes triple-loop social
learning as a process that questions and transforms values, norms, and world views
underlying extant regimes in the context of sustainability. Wyborn et al. [108] suggest how
a social learning approach involving conservation policy makers and practitioners can
facilitate learning and adaptation in the context of complexity, transformational change
and uncertainty, while at the same time offering a broader focus that extends beyond
technical approaches to acknowledge the socio-political challenges inherent to adaptation.
Berkes [6] views socially collaborative learning as an essential approach to operationalizing
adaptive environmental governance in the 21st century. He sees collaborative learning as
an approach whereby further research, experimentation, and application might make a
difference for operationalizing adaptive governance, with a focus on institutions, at all
scales to effect sustainability.
In summary, social empowerment has gained credence in all four literatures. However,
recent advances in approaches for community resilience and sustainability would seem
to offer contributions to vulnerability and risk. As such, social empowerment would be a
necessary aspect when performing VRRSability evaluations.
3.3.8. Knowledge Systems for Evaluating VRRS Conditions (l)
GIS supports vulnerability and risk assessment within many domains [67], suggesting that such systems will provide insights over the long-term for many organizations.
Knowledge systems for integrated and interconnected vulnerability and risk assessment
are being developed [3,4]. Schultz and Smith [63] demonstrate how a Bayesian approach
to resilience assessment can link with approaches to risk assessment. Cutter et al. [10]
processed geospatial data and created indicators of community resilience for all counties
across the US, based on a standard set of data available enabling cross-region comparisons.
Lam et al. [86] demonstrate the use of geospatial information technology for resilience
assessment of US Gulf Coast counties, outlining how to connect vulnerability and adaptation to assess resilience. Indicators characterizing sustainability of infrastructure using life
cycle assessment provides insight about states of systems over the long-term [100]. Cash
et al. [109] describe a need for knowledge systems in support of sustainable development,
recognizing that efforts to mobilize science and technology for sustainability are more likely
to be effective when they manage boundaries between knowledge and action in ways that
simultaneously enhance the salience, credibility, and legitimacy of the information they
produce. Vogel et al. [105] describe how sustainability stakeholders often have a different
approach to coming to know about a topic than do researchers. Embracing participatory
knowledge tools using GIS is important to providing different ways to elicit values and
interests as part of sustainability management [13]. In summary, all four concepts are
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complementary and important for knowledge systems; no single concept offers sufficient
insight to address the considerations of the others. Each adds a different additional perspective to evaluative conditions, and thus together offer a broad and deep perspective
through VRRSability evaluation.
3.3.9. Operational Implementation (m)
Nyerges, Robkin and Moore [67] report on applications of GIS for vulnerability and
risk assessment. A major step forward involves integrating vulnerability and risk components suggested by [3,4,11]. Cutter et al. [10] implement resilience assessment as a static
indicator approach using GIS. Miller et al. [55] identify the need for translating complex
conceptual insights into operational vulnerability and resilience assessment methodologies,
guidelines, and procedures that are easily accessible to practitioners and decision makers.
Improvements in collaboration between resilience and vulnerability researchers with policy actors and practitioners would enable cross-approach strengths to ensure integrated
approaches for addressing complex relationships [55]. Mumby et al. [70] implements
spatial-temporal resilience for coral reefs and refer to risk, but do not implement an integrated approach. Lam et al. [86] demonstrate the integration of vulnerability, adaptation
and resilience for counties along the US Gulf Coast. Schultz and Smith [46] view resilience
assessment as the converse of risk assessment. Turner [5] mentions the four V-R-R-S
concepts, recognizing a common pivot issue in coupled human–environment (natural–
human) systems, distinguishing between two other pivot issues, environmental services
and the trade-offs of these services with human outcomes, but operational computing
implementations do not yet exist. Bochinni et al. [22] address all four but do not provide
operational insights about an integrated approach. Berkes [6] suggests that governance for
sustainability requires multilevel, integrative, and interdisciplinary research and action,
with attention to integrated social–ecological sub-systems. None of the literature reviewed
implements all four VRRS components as an integrated approach. In summary, operationalization of VRRS evaluation modeling as a final step of VRRS assessment requires a
conceptual synthesis of components. Vulnerability and risk have been operationalized for
years in software systems. More recently, resilience has been gaining attention, offering
an additional perspective on management action. Sustainability has been discussed, but
has always been considered either too simple or too complex a concept to operationalize,
but the context of functional performance over time should clarify this challenge. The
complementarity of the concepts suggests that all four can add insight to VRRSability
evaluation if it were to be made operational from the various perspectives.
4. Discussion
The four tiers of MOESIR components, together with the three levels of abstraction
presented in Figure 1, outline the topics addressed and not addressed in this paper. There
is insufficient space in this paper for a comprehensive presentation of all material needed
to articulate and elucidate information about VRRSability software design in detail, that
is, the logical and physical levels of instantiation. Herein, we focused on MOESIR Tier
2 at the conceptual level of VRRS, particularly the sub-concepts of V-R-R-S components.
All four V-R-R-S concepts individually have withstood the test of time as fruitful foci
for assessments of complex decision problems, each in their own way. Although many
two-way, three-way, and four-way syntheses appear in the literature, none results in a
comprehensive controlled vocabulary to form the basis for an overarching concept herein
called VRRSability.
The content analysis of definitions resulted in a total of five sub-concepts. The synthesis definitions contained a range of three to five sub-concepts, wherein both vulnerability
and risk contained three, resilience contained four and sustainability contained five. The
content analysis of the research literature presenting one to four of the V-R-R-S concepts
results in thirteen sub-concepts, i.e., an additional eight sub-concepts added to the five
identified through content analysis of definitions. The thirteen sub-concepts are listed in
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Table 2 in the order of information gain. That is, the earlier sub-concepts are essential as a
foundation for the following ones, each in turn.
This content analysis is a necessary first step to identify foundational sub-concepts.
Although we offer a next step for clarification, insights about conceptual relationships
among VRRS concepts leading to robust decision support software design still require
clarification. The result of a VRRSability synthesis acts as a controlled vocabulary for MOESIR Tier 2. This controlled vocabulary will provide the basis for assessments and designs
within workflow(s) at Tier 3, i.e., a link between Tier 2 ontology and Tier 3 epistemology.
The bridge between ontology and epistemology is seldom addressed, as mentioned earlier,
but when addressed explicitly can lead to more robust software design.
Although this paper presents a synthesis of VRRS concepts that expand and deepen
MOESIR Tier 2, a collection of robust relationships has yet to be presented; treating each
concept separately, but in relation to one another, takes precedence over presenting the
synthesis of relationships. Meanings of V-R-R-S as single concepts emerge across disciplinary knowledge domains, and are often seen as boundary objects, i.e., concepts that
vaguely connect domains, but help to keep the domains separate based on interpretive
flexibility [110]. Resilience, when viewed as a boundary object, contributes confusion
to multiple interpretations within disciplinary knowledge domains [111]. Such concepts
breed synergy and confusion at the same time. For example, vulnerability within natural
hazards research commonly develops from a social perspective [37], while vulnerability
within ecological (as well as climate change) research commonly develops from a biophysical perspective [37]. In contrast, some researchers explore ‘bridging concepts’, i.e., a way
to span across domain boundaries to shed light on topics fostering integration of ideas
through synthetic efforts. For example, sustainability [112] and resilience [113,114] are
considered bridging concepts. As such, it behooves one to juxtapose the concepts to help
clarify what each can contribute to the other within a human–environment (sustainable)
systems perspective, and ‘drill down’ using specific characteristics to clarify relationships,
e.g., as in a formal ontology specification. The more simplicity, hence clarity, we can find
through synthesizing among V-R-R-S concepts, the easier it will be to devise a robust
conceptual framework for elucidating relationships within complex systems.
As we move toward a conceptual framework, as depicted in the last row of Table
2, VRRSability is composed of 13 components. Using these components, we can characterize the essence of VRRSability as the following; Per enumerated conditions, system
receptor(s) sensitivity(s) to (enumerated) stressor(s) with associated probabilities of occurrence
and harm, given a probability of improvement to mitigate harmful disturbance for fostering short,
medium and long-term health and/or well-being. The essence of vulnerability’s contribution
to VRRSability, characterized in terms of 8 components, includes receptor sensitivity to
stressor(s). Risk is characterized by 10 components, wherein its essence of contribution to
VRRSability involves a receptor probability of harm from stressor(s). Resilience is characterized
by 12 components, wherein its essence of contribution to VRRSability includes a receptor
system probability of improvement to a disturbance while maintaining function and feedback. Sustainability is characterized by 11 components, wherein the essence of its contribution to
VRRSability includes short, medium and long-term well-being given various receptor and stressor
conditions. From this enumeration of properties, no one V-R-R-S concept is a superset for
all the concepts, hence the need for an overarching concept such as VRRSability.
Reducing confusion among conceptual components should foster communication
between researchers and practitioners working on sustainable system research [38] and, in
doing so, clarify terms to foster development of integrated software systems making use of
these conceptual components. Although the method developed by Bocchini et al. [22] is
useful, it is not general enough for systematically treating various kinds of complex systems
because VRRS concepts appear as single concepts, without providing sub-component
linkages that could form a synthesis across components. As such, we can describe the
connections among adaptation, adaptive capacity, and transformation (change) in relation
to VRRS concepts, and not as separate concepts within Tier 2. Suffice to say at this
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time, adaptation and adaptive capacity take on meaning as part of resilience. As such,
transformation as the result of a management action occurs as part of response to resilience
assessment, and occurs over a long and sustainable process.
In this research, we broadened the Tier 2 evaluation context as part of an assessment
workflow to include risk, resilience, and sustainability, and thus seek to reduce confusion
among VRRS conceptual components as we provide comprehensive insights about decision
support for functional performance of complex sustainable systems. With this synthesis,
VRRSability conceptual components in combination become more suited as a foundation
for logical modeling of complex systems (as per Figure 1 abstraction layers); e.g., human–
environment and/or natural-built interconnected infrastructure systems such as natural
and built storm-water systems that influence water quality and quantity within urbanregional communities, as well. Case studies will require elucidation of concepts at Tiers 3
and 4 to make them practically useful; however, there is insufficient space in this manuscript
to take up examples, but we will take this up in follow-on research.
Nonetheless, despite the absence of example case studies, based on the VRRSability
analysis and synthesis, we observe that each conceptual component has one or more
significant relationships with another concept when considering a systems context. We
conclude that vulnerability is a part of risk, but sensitivity (for vulnerability) and probability of
damage (for risk) are still important concepts, which differentiate them. Risk and resilience are
complements of one another, wherein risk commonly involves evaluation of damages and resilience
evaluation is about improvements that address disruptions. Resilience focuses on processes (linking
states at fine granularity), while considering thresholds as tipping points, which bound alternative
stable states. Sustainability focuses on coarser states (conditions) of performance-level outcomes
motivated by diverse goals and objectives, while considering long-term contexts. Interestingly,
evaluation of functional performance is important in all scenario conditions, and there is no
reason to distinguish resilience from sustainability based upon the granularity or severity
of conditions. It is a misleading distinction, as there is more advantage in differentiating
them by diverse and long-term considerations from a sustainability perspective together
with agility capacity from a resilience perspective. Although Redman [91] makes a good
point about resilience being more about actions and sustainability more about outcomes,
that distinction also can be limiting as short-term resilient and sustainable actions as well
as long-term resilient and sustainable outcomes are important.
The VRRS literature review found that resilience of functional performance over time,
and in association with diverse circumstances, was the most encompassing of VRRS concepts, and for this reason perhaps the last of the four concepts to be made operational.
However, the literature review also found that sustainability has not been sufficiently
synthesized and, as a result, has slowed progress toward an operational synthesis of
vulnerability, risk, and resilience. Although resilience and sustainability are the most
encompassing concepts, there is still reason to treat all four VRRS concepts within an evaluation of system functional performance; each conceptual component brings something
different to the evaluative perspective. Vulnerability adds a perspective about threats to
maintaining functional performance, while considering sensitivity of a receptor threatened
by a stressor. Risk adds a perspective about the probability of harm and resulting damage
to functional performance at a particular level, while considering (vulnerability) sensitivity.
Resilience adds a perspective about capacity to withstand and/or improve the functional
performance in the context of diverse scenario conditions; sensitivity is not often treated,
but should be. Interestingly, sustainability as maintaining functional performance is at the
core of conditions, while sustainability as a long-term (multi-generation) timeframe and
sustainability as a diversity of receptors is a broad-based perspective that encompasses
most problems. However, vulnerability, risk and resilience are mid-level and more focused
concepts, and, when wedded with sustainability, provide added perspectives that can enhance sustainability evaluation for complex systems, particularly under varying conditions
that could improve operational characterization. Synthesizing among the four concepts
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improves our understanding of each separately, and can eliminate some of the confusion
among stakeholder communities ‘talking past one another’.
5. Conclusions about Next Steps for Operationalizing VRRSability
A broad and deep knowledge gap has existed for decades when it comes to comparing
the elements of V-R-R-S. Although the concepts of systems sustainability [1] and systems
vulnerability [28] were used in previous research, we recognized a need for an overarching,
i.e., more comprehensive, and yet simpler concept for decision evaluations situated at
MOESIR Tier 2. Consequently, this paper demonstrates a deliberate effort to fill a decadesold knowledge gap by synthesizing the four V-R-R-S concepts into an overarching concept
called VRRSability. However, the gap is only partially filled at this time.
This research is a stepping stone on the path toward the development of an operational
computing framework for VRRSability in software. Translating concepts from a conceptual
level of abstraction, which focuses on meaning of terms, into a logical level, which focuses
on the relationships between and among terms, involves selecting a programming language
that can comprehensively and consistently embrace the core of the concepts in terms of
commensurate meaning. The easiest way to proceed with this translation is to specify units
of measurement as well as the relationships between and among them to make sure units
of measurement are commensurate. Before translating concepts to units of measurement, it
is clear that outlining concepts in terms of sub-concept meaning is necessary to unpack the
meaning of each concept, and is needed for a next step of comparison and contrast. The
two-step approach to content analysis, based on definitions and literature review, served
that purpose well. Although the relationships between and among sub-concepts have
been enumerated fully, they are not presented herein. Some readers might ask why not
include that level of detail in this paper? The authors originally considered this approach,
but, after having tried it, it became clear the topic was too complex to be presented in the
space available. Figure 1 reveals the trade-off dilemma. Making space for the report of
the development process would require removing a considerable portion of the original
synthesis report. Removing such material obfuscates the original intent of a comprehensive
and transparent synthesis as would be expected in open systems literature. Several other
papers presenting portions of a synthesis can be criticized for such an approach, and thus
motivated the more comprehensive approach to synthesis reported in the present work.
Follow-on research to the results reported herein shall synthesize among concepts
plus conceptual relations, based on comparison and contrast of several frameworks for
devising a VRRSability conceptual framework. Creating a robust conceptual framework is
thus a next step toward an operational computing framework. Such a multi-step approach
to devising an operational computing framework offers an open and transparent approach
to the intellectual synthesis supporting computational V-R-R-S. The multiple steps reported
herein should assist other researchers with avoiding duplication in their V-R-R-S syntheses.
We hope that this approach encourages better progress toward open software development,
particularly for software systems directed at addressing complex societal decision problems.
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Appendix A
Professionally credible glossaries published within domains of interest were consulted
to identify vulnerability, risk, resilience and sustainability/sustainable development (VR-R-S) definitions. Definitions contain phrases that are parsed to identify sub-concepts.
An iterative process wherein all definitions and all sub-concepts within them were parsed
before a final collection of sub-concepts was identified for each definition. Sub-concepts are
labeled a to e across all four concepts using an information gain perspective. That is, within
systems composed of elements and relations, one identifies stressor-receptor (systems)
elements (label a) of concern before knowing functional relations, exposure pathways, or
influence pathways (label b) among elements, a level of magnitude that identifies a dose
(label c), a potential management (response-coping-adaptation) action (label d), and the
resulting outcome/effect (label e). Labels were color coded to help distinguish sub-concepts
as presented below.
a1: stressor and a2: receptor elements ; a: system
b: relation: exposure pathway ( structure, function performance, feedback )
c: dose–response thresholds ( for stressor to influence receptor )
d: response-coping ( management action )
e: functional performance outcome effect
Appendix A.1. Vulnerability Definitions
Vulnerability from US EPA Risk Assessment Glossary (2014) (a,b)
Differences in risk resulting from the combination of both intrinsic differences [of
receptor] ( a2 ) in susceptibility ( b ) and extrinsic social stress factors such as low
socioeconomic status, crime and violence, lack of community resources, crowding, access
to health care, education, poverty, segregation, geography ( a1 ), etc.
https://sor.epa.gov/sor_internet/registry/termreg/searchandretrieve/glossariesand
keywordlists/search.do?details=&vocabName=Risk%20Assessment%20Glossary (accessed
on 7 March 2021)
Vulnerability from USFS Risk Terminology Primer: Basic Principles and a Glossary for
the Wildland Fire Management Community (2016), (a,b)
Potential exposure ( b ) of a receptor ( a2 ) to a stressor ( a1 ).
The physical feature ( a1 ) or attribute ( a1 ) that renders values ( a2 ) susceptible
( b ) to a given hazard ( a1 ).
https://www.fs.fed.us/rm/pubs/rmrs_gtr349.pdf (accessed on 2 July 2019)
Vulnerability from United Nations Handbook for UNISDR Terminology on Disaster
Risk Reduction (2009), (a,b,e).
The characteristics and circumstances of a community, system or asset ( a2 ) that make
it susceptible to ( b ) the damaging effects ( e ) of a hazard ( a1 ).
http://www.unisdr.org/files/7817_UNISDRTerminologyEnglish.pdf (accessed on 2
July 2019)
Vulnerability from IPCC Managing the Risks of Extreme Events (2012), (a,b,e).
The [ receptor ( a2 )] propensity or predisposition to be ( b ) adversely affected ( e ).
https://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/special-reports/srex/SREX_Full_Report.pdf (accessed on
2 July 2019)
Vulnerability not included in definitions available from Resilience Alliance Glossary.
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http://www.resalliance.org/glossary (accessed on 2 July 2019)
Appendix A.2. Risk Definitions
Risk from US EPA Environmental Management System Glossary (2011) (a,b,e).
The probability that something undesirable will happen ( e ) from exposure ( b )
to a hazard ( a1 ). Glossary of terms for the EMS which is in conformance with Executive Order 13423, Strengthening Federal Environmental, Energy, and Transportation
Management.
https://sor.epa.gov/sor_internet/registry/termreg/searchandretrieve/glossariesand
keywordlists/search.do?details=&vocabName=Risk%20Assessment%20Glossary (accessed
on 7 March 2021)
Risk Terminology Primer: Basic Principles and a Glossary for the Wildland Fire Management Community (2016), p. 9, USFS Rocky Mountain Research Station Risk Glossary,
(a,e).
Measure of the probability and consequence ( e ) of uncertain future events ( a1 ).
https://www.fs.fed.us/rm/pubs/rmrs_gtr349.pdf (accessed on 2 July 2019)
Disaster risk from UN Glossary of Disaster Risk Reduction (2009), (a,b,e).
Combination ( b ) of the probability of an event ( a1 ) and its negative consequences
( e ).
http://www.unisdr.org/files/7817_UNISDRTerminologyEnglish.pdf (accessed on 2
July 2019)
Disaster risk from IPCC Managing the Risks of Extreme Events (2012), (a,b,c,d,e)
The likelihood over a specified time period of severe alterations in the normal
functioning ( b2 ) of a community or a society ( a2 ) due to hazardous physical events
( a1 ) interacting ( b ) with vulnerable social conditions ( c ), leading to widespread
adverse human, material, economic, or environmental effects

( e ) that

require

immediate emergency response ( d ) to satisfy critical human needs ( c ) and that may
require external support for recovery ( d ).
https://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/special-reports/srex/SREX_Full_Report.pdf (accessed on
2 July 2019)
Risk concept is not offered in the Resilience Alliance glossary.
http://www.resalliance.org/glossary (accessed on 2 July 2019)
Appendix A.3. Resilience Definitions
Resilience within Walker and Salt [15] (a,b,d).
From a perspective of sustainable development and social–ecological systems, “ . . .
resilience is the capacity ( d ) of a system ( a ) to absorb ( d ) disturbance ( a1 ),
undergo change ( b ), and still retain essentially the same function ( b2 ) , structure ( b1 )
and feedbacks , ( b3 )”.
Walker and Salt [15] p. 3
Resilience within a UN Glossary of Disaster Risk Reduction (2009), (a,b,d,e).
From an emergency management perspective, resilience is defined as . . . “The ability
( d ) of a system, community or society ( ab ) exposed ( b ) to stressors ( a1 ) to resist,
absorb, accommodate to and recover ( d ) from the effects ( e ) of a stressor ( a1 ) in a
timely and efficient manner, including through the preservation and restoration ( d ) of its
essential basic structures ( b1 ) and functions ( b2 )”.
http://www.unisdr.org/files/7817_UNISDRTerminologyEnglish.pdf (accessed on 2
July 2019)
Resilience within an IPCC Report, (a,b,d,e).
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From a global climate change perspective, resilience is defined as . . . ”The ability ( d )
of a system and its component parts ( a ) to anticipate, absorb, accommodate, or recover
from ( d ) the effects of a hazardous event in a timely and efficient manner ( e ), including through ensuring the preservation, restoration, or improvement ( d ) of its essential
basic structures ( b1 ) and functions ( b2 )”.
https://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/special-reports/srex/SREX_Full_Report.pdf (accessed on
2 July 2019)
Resilience within an EPA Environmental System Management Glossary (2011), (b,c,d).
Ability to adapt ( d ) to changing conditions ( c ) and prepare for, withstand, and
rapidly recover from disruption ( b ).
https://sor.epa.gov/sor_internet/registry/termreg/searchandretrieve/glossariesand
keywordlists/search.do?details=&vocabName=Risk%20Assessment%20Glossary (accessed
on 7 March 2021)
Resilience within the Resilience Alliance glossary, (a,b,c,d,e)
the capacity ( d ) of a system ( a ) to absorb ( d ) disturbance ( c ) and reorganize
while undergoing change ( e )

so as to still retain essentially the same function ( b1 ),

structure ( b2 ), identity ( b3 ), and feedbacks ( b4 ).
https://www.resalliance.org/glossary (accessed on 2 July 2019)
Appendix A.4. Sustainability Definitions
Sustainability within an EPA Emergency Management Systems Handbook (2011),
(a,b,d,e).
Meeting the needs ( c ) of the present ( a2 ) without compromising ( b ) the
ability ( d ) of future generations to meet their needs ( e ).
https://sor.epa.gov/sor_internet/registry/termreg/searchandretrieve/glossariesand
keywordlists/search.do?details=&vocabName=Risk%20Assessment%20Glossary (accessed
on 7 March 2021)
Sustainability within an American Society of Civil Engineering web site, (a,c,d,e).
A set of environmental, economic, and social conditions ( a )- the “Triple Bottom
Line” — in which all of society ( a ) has the capacity and opportunity to maintain and
improve ( d ) its quality of life ( a ) indefinitely, without degrading ( c ) the quantity,
quality or the availability of natural, economic, and social resources ( e ).
http://www.asce.org/sustainability/ (accessed on 2 July 2019)
Sustainability within the Resilience Alliance website glossary, (d).
The capacity to create, test, and maintain adaptive capability ( d ).
http://www.resalliance.org/glossary (accessed on 2 July 2019)
Further Information: Holling, C.S. 2001. Understanding the complexity of economic, ecological, and social systems. Ecosystems 4: 390-405.
Sustainable development within a Resilience Alliance website glossary (a,c,d,e), no
definition of sustainability per se.
The goal ( e ) of sustainable development is to create ( d ) and maintain ( c )
prosperous ( e ) social, economic, and ecological systems ( a ).
http://www.resalliance.org/glossary (accessed on 2 July 2019)
Further Information: C., S. Carpenter, T. Elmqvist, L. Gunderson, C.S. Holling, and B.
Walker. 2002. Resilience and sustainable development: Building adaptive capacity in a world of
transformations. Ambio 31:437-440.
Sustainable development within UN Glossary of Disaster Risk Reduction (2009),
(a,b,c,d,e), no definition of sustainability per se.
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Development ( b ) that meets the needs ( c ) of the present [generations ( a2 )]
without compromising ( b ) the ability ( d ) of future generations ( a2 ) to meet their
own needs ( e ).
http://www.unisdr.org/files/7817_UNISDRTerminologyEnglish.pdf (accessed on 2
July 2019)
Sustainable development within an IPCC Managing the Risks of Extreme Events
(2012), (a,b,d,e), no definition of sustainability per se.
Development ( b ) that meets the needs ( c ) of the present [generations ( a2 )]
without compromising ( b ) the ability ( d ) of future generations ( a2 ) to meet their
own needs ( e ).
https://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/special-reports/srex/SREX_Full_Report.pdf (accessed on
2 July 2019)
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